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PechaKucha was an inspirational and exciting event with a great variety of speakers.”
Avgoustina Tchkoreva, Freelance Display Designer
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Surface Botanics Technical Development

a research project developing and designing for Dulux® Copper® Solid Surface

Throughout this personal innovative research project of design and technical development specifically for Dulux® Copper® Solid Surface, a range of techniques and processes were researched, adapted and tested to be used for the addition of design on the Copper® surface.

Heat water dipping

Lasers were then used to create a laser-cut pattern on the Copper® Solid Surface. This laser-cut pattern was then used as a starting point for the addition of design to the Copper® surface. The laser-cut pattern was then laser-cut into the Copper® Solid Surface and this process was repeated to create a range of different patterns. The laser-cut patterns were then used to create a range of different shapes and patterns on the Copper® Solid Surface.

Integrating natural materials

Integrating natural materials into the design of the Copper® Solid Surface was an important aspect of this research project. Natural materials were used to create a range of different textures and patterns on the Copper® Solid Surface. This was achieved by using natural materials such as wood, paper, and cotton. The natural materials were then laser-cut into the Copper® Solid Surface and this process was repeated to create a range of different shapes and patterns.

Copper® Solid Surface

Copper® Solid Surface is a material that is widely used in the construction industry. It is known for its durability and resistance to wear and tear. Copper® Solid Surface is used in a wide range of applications, from countertops and sinks to kitchen and bathroom fixtures. In this research project, Copper® Solid Surface was used to create a range of different shapes and patterns.
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YOU CAN VIEW THE SAMPLES IN OUR MATERIAL TRANSITIONS EXHIBITION
“All five students set the bar high with their designs and choosing a winner proved difficult but Briony Ramsden’s designs stood out for her fusion of floral and geometric elements, clever use of scale, repeating pattern and her interpretation of color, combining both elements of the trends brief and making them her own. Her presentation skills were also second to none; Briony has a very bright future ahead as a designer”.

To incentivise the ‘Live Design’ project, British Ceramic Tile offered £150 to the winner Briony, while Alice McBride was announced as the runner up and given a £50 prize.

www.britishceramictile.com
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